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Abstract. We consider a two-electron exchange through the free space between
the two adjacent oxygen atoms forming a right angle in a conducting Cu02
plane. This exchange attraction could give origin to the BCS pairing in layered
cu prates. An estimation shows that the properties of high Tc superconductors can
be interpreted as a consequence of well investigated atomic process.
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1. Introduction
The aim of this paper is to give a simple and traditional understanding of superconductivity of the layered cuprates in tenns of a well-known atomic process described
in many textbooks on quantum mechanics and solid state physics. For recent reviews
of mechanics of high Tc superconductors, see for example, papers [ 1] and references
therein. In our consideration we shall use only solutions of popular quantum mechanical problems such as exchange of one or two electrons in atomic clusters described
in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3 is considered screening in metallic clusters. After that in Sec. 4 we
shall consider the electron band structure and the Reitler- London exchange interaction.
A self-consistent BCS treatment of the valence-bond Hamiltonian is given as well in
Sec. 5. After the description how this paper is organized we shall continue with the
pedagogical remarks on the quantum mechanics of the exchange process.
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2. Exchange Process in Atomic Clusters
In this section we shall briefly describe asymptotic methods in the physics of electronic
exchange. In spite that these methods are well-known in atomic physics [2] , they are
almost unknown to the theoreticians working in the condensed matter physics, with the
exception of a short review in the statistics of Lifshitz and Pitaevskii (3] but as written
in the preface of the book: " ... it is not a course on theory of the solid state". For that
E-mail address: *mishonov@ rose.phys.uni-sofia.bg
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as H aJJC(g) = EgC(g), H abC(u) = EuC(u) . Second quantization of the TB Hamiltonian is
done trivially - simply we consider the amplitudes Ca as Fenni operators
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This type of two-fennion Hamiltonian describes the hopping of independent electrons
between adjacent atoms in the crystal. So we show the TB Hikkel Hamiltonian in
the second quantized form. Wave function of the state without electrons N = 0 is
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the normalized function without arguments 'l/Jo = l / v10f. Every Fermi creation operator gives rise to one new row in the det-wave function, while annihilation operators
erase the uppermost row of the slater determinant. Fermi operators algebra presents
the properties of det-wave functions. For an excellent introduction see, for example,
statistical mechanics by Feynman [6]. Following the construction in self-consistent approximation of the uncorrelated hopping of electrons, which give the band structure
of the crystal, let us take a look of the electron correlations. For an illustration we
shall consider possibly the easiest example: Reitler- London theory of H 2 molecule in
LCAO approximation.
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2.1. Two-Electron Exchange

electron r 2 in atom rb. In the ins

The main detail of Heitler- London theory is the consideration of the electron correlations produced by therr Coulomb repulsion in the H 2 molecule (we can say without
hesitation that such processes are always present in the condensed matter).
In the traditional method the considerable decrease of the averaged energy of the
Coulomb repulsion (e 2 /l r 1 - r 2 1) is obtained if we consider the normalized two-electron
trial functions of the kind:
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To omit the ion wave functions of the type 'l/Ja(r 1)'l/Ja(r 2) or 'l/Jb(r1)'l/Jb(r2) is especially
good approximation either when R is greater than the equinox distance, so (S « 1) or
when the atomic hybridization is considerably small (that is for example the case for
the next nearest neighbours (NNN) in superconducting perovskites). In the beginning
we consider only the coordinate wave function . We proceed as in the previous singleelectron situation and take correct wave functions which give representation of the
symmetry of the problem; they are symmetrical or antisymmetrical in respect to the
exchange of electronic coordinates

parts U( r 1) = Ua (r1 ) + Ub(r1), [
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Here we omit small tenns S~ in the normalizing coefficients of the orthogonal
functions 'lls, 'l! A· As we proceed previously for H 2 we substitute trial functions in the
Schri:idinger equation.
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where Eo is two-electron energy for \II ab , \II 00 with negligible exchange, EA = Ea + J
is two-electron energy for antisymmetrical \II A ( r 1 , r 2 ), and analogously Es = E 0 - J
is two-electron energy for the coordinate symmetrical \II s (r 1 , r 2 ) wave function. We
continue as in the one-electron case of
considered in Appendix A. Multiply with
\II ab Eq. (10), and with \]! A Eq. (11) and subtract obtained equations. Again the potential

Ht
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are neglected. Now we integrate in

r1 - rz
GD space r 1, r 2 over the domain D = (x 2 < 0 < x 1), i.e. over Da = (0 < x 1) and
Db = (x 2 < 0) for each of the variables. That is the domain with excluded exchange
for which electron with coordinate r 1 is localized in atom with coordinate r a, and
electron r 2 in atom rb. In the inside of the domain D (cf. Eq. (35)) \II ~

nsideration of the electron corre-

H2 molecule (we can say without
the condensed matter) .
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the other hand term with gradients again should be rearranged with the help of Gauss ' s
theorem as a surface integral over the boundary DD o[ the domain D (we could use

6D gradient V G=
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while asymptotically exact solution, which considers also the defonnation of electronic
wave functions apart from the nuclei, gives [5, 7] for R » 1
5 2

HHL
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EA - Es = 2J = l.64R 1 e- R.
For condensed matter physics however the limit R » 1 is not realistic but the exchange
integrals could be small if electrons tunnel over classically forbidden domain between
atoms .
Pictorial interpretation of the fonnula for the 2-electron exchange J = tJ is: one
ion), the other is projected to the free
electron makes hopping (b +- a) (like in
orbital 'l/Ja - that is the Reitler- London (HL) way to describe the correlation in the
valence bond. The wave functions of the valence bond could be written with the help
of the second quantized Fermi operators. For example for bonding singlet state WvB
we have
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Where the coordinate multiplicator is a symmetrical wave function Ws(r1, r 2) and the
second is a normalized asymmetrical spinor which is related to the singlet two-electron
state with total spin S = 0.
Analogously we derive wave functions related to triplet with asymmetric coordinate
wave function. For example for S = 1, S = 0 we have
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as the exchange splitting is given by Eq. (15). So we translate HL Hamiltonian to the
quantum field theory language. If we consider only states with zero spin projection
Sz = 0, the Hamiltonian of the valence bond, has a similar fonn cf. [8]

Sz=0,±1,
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Operators (3~, f3ab directly give the wave function for the singlet state Eq. (16)

iplet with asymmetric coordinate

e
That operator is basic in the theory of resonant valence bonds [8]. We shall treat valence
bond Hamiltonian Eq. (17) within the framework of the self-consistent approach of
the standard BCS theory [ 19]. Before to begin let us analyze what corrections to HL
Hamiltonian should be taken into account, when Hamiltonian is applied for conductivity
metallic clusters where the screening effects are important.
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3. Screening in Metallic Clusters
(x-1,y+l)

Let us now discuss differences between two-atomic molecule and conducting clusters;
we are interested in the way how the screening of the fixed electron by the correlated
motion of others is obtained. Every mirror gives a trivial example for strong-correlated
electronic system. Images method is well-known in electrostatics, but often it could
be used even for frequencies comparable with the width of the conductivity band of
a metal. Except from the small time intervals, the method of images could be applied
for small enough systems, comparable even with atomic sizes. The method is a simple
consequence of the neutrality condition, which is connected with minimization of the
electric field energy. Let now apply that condition to the problem of the correlated
hopping in the Cu0 2 plane. If one electron jumps from 2px state to 2py state, as
shown in Fig. 1, then different electrons from the plane will occupy its initial position.
Not necessarily electron which is situated on atom where the initial one goes as in
two atomic molecule case. For two-atomic molecule the one electron makes the jump
a --> b with one electron amplitude t, while the other simply projects onto the free
orbital b --> a with an amplitude of overlapping Sab, so J = tSa/J. For conducting
clusters however we should simply use the charge neutrality condition, when after
electron jumps a charge distribution remains and in that screening approximation we
have formally J = t. In other words one electron hops and others neutralize the charge
effect of that jump. So the free orbital could be occupied by many other electrons and
formally S = 1. As follows the fonnal equality S = 1 means that in conducting cluster
the hole is immediately filled in. That is the way how the mirror electrons follow our
gestures.
Let again mention that in the HL Hamiltonian [9] the exchange of electrons is considered as a perturbation while the Coulomb repulsion is a dominant part. Essentially
is that HL Hamiltonian is asymptotically exact when exchange is perfonned by tunnelling over classically forbidden space region, for instance between NNN in crystals.
Ar, opposite is situation in NN for two atomic molecules with strong covalent bond.
For example in 0 2 molecule 2p7f electrons move as almost not interacting particles
in classically allowed region between two atoms. One electron exchange is included
in the energy of the molecular orbital and the Coulomb repulsion is considered as
perturbation. That energy is minimized if a coordinate function is <let-like and spin
one is symmetrical triplet. In other words if Hund rule for maximum spin is applicable then the four-fennionic parts are related to repulsion and could not give rise to
superconductivity in infinite crystal.
For rude numerical estimation for parameters of layered cu prates we shall use J ~ t
approximation for correlated hopping. Let us repeat again: that is a two-electron process
which is described by 4-Fermi operators in the Hamiltonian of interaction. One-electron
spectnnn, density of states for example are described with the same t-hopping parameter
(as we shall discuss in the next section) which is part of two-fennion operator of the
free self-consistent movement of the Fermi liquid is in the classical excitation picture
of Landau [ 1OJ.

Fig. 1. Schematic representation
depicted
The solid square represents the
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(x-1, y+l)

(x,y+l)

(x-1, y)

I

(x, y-1)

8cu4s
Fig. I. Schematic representation of Cu0 2 plane with only relevant to the discussion orbitals

depicted
The solid square represents the unit cell with respect to which the positions of the others
arc determined. In brackets arc given the indices of the respective wave function amplitudes
involved in the LCAO Schroclingcr equation. The rules for determining the signs of hopping
integrals lm,, I and Id arc also shown

We assume that layered cuprates are ordinary metals following a traditional view
(cf., for example, Ref. [11]). In conclusion we should say that J ;:::j t approximation
could be deduced by exact numerical diagonalization of tight binding Hamiltonian for
small clusters. Such model calculations for finite systems would supply the derivation
of the 4-fermion HL Hamiltonian. The superconductivity arises from its application to
the infinite crystal.
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4. Electron Band Structure and Choice of the Toy Reitler-London
Hamiltonian

in the point p = (7r, 7r) in the E
dispersion after long, but boring t
framework of the 02px, 02py, a

4.1. Free Electron Part
We shall start with one electron part of the Hamiltonian Ihee which describes the
movement of noninteracting particles in the self-consistent field. The LCAO wave
function is
1/JLcAo(r) =

L Ca'l/Ja(r -

R a)

Ec(P) = 2B(E)(x-+
2

where x = sin 2 (Px/2), y = sin (
parameter T, so for model calcul~

a

Ec(P)
w

(18)
n

+ Sn1/JCu45(r ~

naa)

+ Dn'l/Jcu3d.

.r.

2 _ y2

(r - naa )

where index a varies over all atoms and their orbitals. For example for Cu0 2 plane Cu
atoms occupy vertexes of square lattice Rn+ R cu, R cu = (0, 0), n = (nx, ny), R n=
aan, (nx, ny) = 0, ±2, ... for those atoms we consider Cu4s and Cu3dx2-y2 states.
Oxygen atoms are placed between Cu atoms in X , Y directions, R x=

~(O, l)aa,

~(1
, O)aa, Ry=
2

R o,, = R x+ R n, Ro 11 = Ry + R n. As a widely accepted model for band

structure in Cu0 2 plane, we consider only u orbitals: Ox2Px, Oy2Py with bare energies
Eo. For rude numerical estimate for the diagonal matrix elements E4 5 , E3d, Ex, Ey, we
could use the ionization potentials, and the hopping amplitudes - t could be calculated
using Eq. (37). To obtain the sign of the hopping amplitude shown in Fig. 1, it is enough
to notice that atomic wave functions decrease away from atom and use Eq. (37), where
for u orbitals of main importance is the region between atoms. For coinciding signs of
wave functions (the so called bonding bond) , we obtain positive value of the integral
Eq. (37) and the negative hopping matrix element describing the lowering of the energy
of such a bonding orbital.
In the model we describe, for 4 states Ox2Px, Oy2py, Cu4s, Cu3d, we should take
into account 3 positive hopping parameters
I= l(4slHl2pu)i, Id= l(3dx2-y2IHl2pu)i, t

.

.

-

B-

2

= -Il,.

~

2

-Ib..'
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t
= t - 2Bd , T = -B.

= b.. -
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The equation for Fermi line in
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1

Xn=
Sn=

VN
1

where N
Hamiltonian in the conductivi

where { Cp,a• 4,a}· Fermi ope

= l(Ox2PxlHl2py)J,

which parametrize the hopping between Cu4s and 02p, Cu3dx2-y2 and 0 2 pu and also
the direct hopping between adjacent oxygen atoms forming a L-shaped corner in the
elementary cell depicted in Fig. 1.
It is convenient to use for electron energy E above the bare energies of oxygen
atoms (for our model consideration we shall use approximate tetragonal symmetry so
Ex = Ea): c = E - Ea, b.. = E45 - Ea, b..d = E3 d - Ea. Let as also input auxiliary (almost
energetically mdependent) parameters b..

where

= b..d -

-

E,

2

-

~

Ia

Ed= Id / b..d ~ b..d'

. of the con d uctiv1ty
. . b an d 1t
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For the width
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in the point p = (n,n) in the momentum space (Px,Py) E (0, 27r). For electronic
dispersion after long, but boring tight binding calculations we obtain the exact (in the
framework of the 02px, 02py, Cu4s, Cu3dx2-y>, model) formula

Ec(P) = 2B(E)(x + y) [-1

+

1 + ( 2T + T

2)

(

4xy
)
x+y 2

(19)

2

where x = sin (Px/2), y = sin 2 (py/2). The width of the band is independent on the
parameter T, so for model calculation we shall use 0 < T « 1 approximation:

(18)
3dx 2 -y2 (r -

s2
1 s2xy
Ec(P) _ k _
1
-w - c- 1
1 - 2 s~ +
+2y
2x

nao)

ls. For example for Cu0 2 plane Cu
Rcu = (0, 0), n = (nx, ny), Rn =
sider Cu4s and Cu3dx2- y2 states.
. .
d1rect10ns,
R x= '12 ( 1, 0 ) ao, Ry=

(20)

si

where Sx = 2 sin(px/2), Sy = 2 sin(py/2), s = (sx, sy).
The equation for Fermi line in that notation reads XE(P) =

Ew

= Ee =canst E (0 , 1).

w

In order to describe the electron wave function with quasimomentum p we consider
Bloch waves:

a widely accepted model for band
s: Ox2Px, Oy2Py with bare energies
matrix elements E4 8 , E3d, Ex, Ey, we
amplitudes -t could be calculated
plitude shown in Fig. 1, it is enough
from atom and use Eq. (37), where
een atoms. For coinciding signs of
btain positive value of the integral
scribing the lowering of the energy

where N is the number of the elementary cells in 2D lattice Cu02. For effective
Hamiltonian in the conductivity band

Hrree

(21)

= 2::>c(P)cb,aCp,a
p

y2Py, Cu4s, Cu3d, we should take

2p, Cu3dx2 -y2 and 0 2 pa and also
forming a L-shaped corner in the
bove the bare energies of oxygen
pproximate tetragonal symmetry so
Let as also input auxiliary (almost

IJ
6.d = b.d - c, Ed= IJ / t:;,d ~ t:;,d'

th of the conductivity band it could
the half by a hole pocket centered

where { cp,a. 4 ,a}. Fermi operators describe electron eigenvectors

X
p)
~P
(Dp
p

= lc)cp,a,

le)

~ J

1
2

2

Sx +Sy

(-sy)
s~

, (clc) = 1.

0

The approximate equality shows that c is mainly oxygen band with negligible component of the Cu4s orbital and also on the Cu3dx2 -y2 orbital. In the Hamiltonian we do
not consider filling number of entirely filled or bare bands so we work with effective 1
band model which well describes ARPES and LDA data for Fermi surface. The Fermi
surface is the domain in the momentum space where the energy of the excited states
is small. While IIrree more conveniently is described in the momentum representation
the Hamiltonian of interaction VttL is naturally formulated in the coordinate space as
is shown below.
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above p > PF the Fermi sea

4.2. Pairing Interaction
Between NN Cu 0 electrons are hopping in first approximation as free particles. Essential correlation we could expect in the hopping between NNN oxygen atoms fanning
L - shaped comer shown in Fig. 1. Between that adjacent oxygen ions we take into
account the Beitler-London interaction fomrnlated in Sec. (2.1) in second quantized
form. In every elementary cell we have 4 NNN bonds

Viu, = -J

Ln

lgr.

In the epoch-made papers by BC
taken into account as a dynamic
current density j = 0, and with 1

(x~.,eY,t,aXn, c:iYn,,6 + x~.,eY;+l ,y, aXn,aYx+l , y,,6

IBCS) :

which can be easily written looking Fig. I. Now we have to substitute successively two
unitary transformations .which diagonalize free Hamiltonian

In order to analyze mean valrn
golyubov variables [20]

which also are Fermi operators
That is the way to obtain the exchange interaction in momentum representation

J

VHL

= -N

p '+ q '= p + q

sy( p')sx( q' )sy( p )sx( q)
s(p')s( q')s(p )s( q )
I

x 4 cos

could be considered as a new
of the transformation u~ + v~

u~ =
(22)

I

Py - Py
qx - qx
c 71 ,,Bcq, ,acp,aCq,,6 .
cos ·
2
2

In the next section we shall apply a self-consistent BCS treatment of the Heitler- London
interaction.

t(l + 'r/p/ Ep), v~ = !(

analysis Ep

= J'r/~ + 6.~

are

ground state IBCS) with mom
mean numbers are described
(of the quasi particles of the B
particle excited states of the ty

5. Self-consistent BCS Treatment of the Valence Bond Hamiltonian
In this section we shall apply the self-consistent BCS approximation, which gives
the possibility for reducing the considered electron superexchange interaction to the
well-known BCS formulae. For additional references see the review articles [1]. Double Rydberg states of the He atom could be considered as correlated movement with
opposite ino•nenta p 1 + p 2 = 0. It is interesting that at the same time (1914) J. J. Thomson proposed that the electrical charge could propagate as electron doublets cf. [12] .
Analogous electron doublets are denoted in the beginning of the century by Lewis
[13] and Lengmuire [14]. In quantum mechanical language that are electron geminals
which Hurley, Lenard-Jones and Pople [15] considered as a further development of the
valence bond method (cf. textbook by S. Wilson [16]).
The firs t concrete step in the development of the theory of superconductivity is a
consideration of the Cooper pair geminal with opposite momenta [17]

Equations for the superconduc
temperature energy in respect

For that reason we express H

Hrree = 2 ~

In the case of zero current in
with zero geminal momenta

. Donkov
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in Sec. (2.1) in second quantized
<ls
T

n,a y:x+l ,y,/3

jgnd) =

Il c~p.!cb.rl O).
P<PF

In the epoch-made papers by BCS [ 18, 19] all electronic degrees of freedom Cp,a are
taken into account as a dynamical variables in the variational wave function (for zero
current density j = 0, and with u~ + v~ = 1)
IBCS) =

rr

(Up - Vpcb.i c~p.T) IO).

p

ave to substitute successively two
ltonian

In order to analyze mean values (BCSI ... IBCS) it is convenient to introduce Bogolyubov variables [20]

~p! = (~p

.
sx Gp
(-Sy)

( 't/J-pT )

Vp

Vp) ( ~p! ) '
Up
c-pT

't/J~,/3} = 8p,qba,f3, and besides the IBCS) the state
vacuum 't/Jp,alBCS) = 0. The condition for the unitarity

which also are Fenni operators { 't/Jp,a,

momentum representation

could be considered as a new
of the transformation u~ + v~ = 1, is automatically fulfilled by the parametrization

x (q)

)
(22)

treatment of the Heitler- London

alence Bond Hamiltonian
CS approximation, which gives
uperexchange interaction to the
see the review articles [I]. Doued as correlated movement with
the same time (1914) J. J. Thomte as electron doublets cf. [12].
'nning of the century by Lewis
uage that are electron geminals
as a further development of the
heory of superconductivity is a
e momenta [17]

u~ = ~(1

+ T/p / Ep),

analysis Ep =

v~ = ~(1 - T/p/ Ep), where as follows from the self-consistent

JT/~ + 6'.~

are the energies of the excited quasi- particles above the

ground state IBCS) with momentum dependent gap 6'.p. For finite temperatures the
mean numbers are described with Fermi filling factors with zero chemical potential
(of the quasiparticles of the BCS-vacuum); the averaging is performed over the quasiparticle excited states of the type 't/J~,/3 . .. IBCS):

fip,a = ('t/Jb,a't/Jp,a)T =

1

eE

11

/T+l ·

Equations for the superconducting gap are derived from the minimization of the mean
temperature energy in respect to 6'.p

(Hrree + VHL )

= min
f:!.p

.

For that reason we express Hamiltonian by 'ljJ operators

Hrree = 2

L T/pV~ + L T/p( u~ p

v~) ( fipT

+ fip!)

p

+ 2L

T/pupvp( 't/J- p! 't/Jpr

+ 't/Jbr 't/J ~P!) ·

p

In the case of zero current in the summation Eq. (22) we restrict ourselves with terms
with zero geminal momenta p + q = p' + q' = 0. Then for q = -p, q' = -p' case
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we introduce the notations

gives the well-known BCS equ

~ (!:) ~ (:::

k(p)

Xd(P)

=

Xsk1 k2 ,

x( p', P) = Xs(P')xs(P)

+ Xd(P

1) .
XT1

1

)Xd(P)

=

1

L\(p) =

Xs(P) = - -- - - -1- - -1- - + - - - - (23)
1 - cospx
1 + cospy
Xsk1 ,

XT2

=

~~

2 f\

Let us now analyze some p<

Xsk2 ,

+ XTi(P')XTi(P) + Xr2(p')xr2(P)

5.1. s-Type Solution for E:.(p

and the reduced Hamiltonian of interaction reads as

Let us begin to analyze the equ2
to completely filled band EF::::
shrinks to small circle around
of that point qx = Px - 7r, qy =

Introducing
Bp

-

= c_v!Cvr = 1ipvp(l

A

A

- n-p! - npr)

2

A

A

+ up'l/J-vi'l/Jvr

2

At

At

- vp'l/Jpr'l/J-p!,

with effective mass detennine

for the reduced Hamiltonian we have

""°"'

V,(singlet) __ 2J
(singlet) ( / )Bt iJ
HL
N ~X
P , P p' P
p' ,p

Parabolic dispersion Eq. (26)
quette at the top of the condu

where the interaction
X(singlet)(p', p) = Xs(P 1 )Xs(P)

+ Xd(p')xd(P)

(24)

p(

is sum of two separable terms which causes s- and d-type superconducting gap as
shown below.
Let us now evaluate the temperature means of the reduced Hamiltonian Ifeff =
ffrree + v~tnglet) taking in consideration only diagonal matrix elements np,C< and omitting ('!/J-p! '!/Jvr) and ('!/Jbr '!/J~p!). Then in self-consistent BCS approximation
(Bp' Bp)

R::

(Bp') (Ev) ,

= 0 and in t
X(P' , P) "" Xs(P')Xs(P) whic
introduce the temperature depe
takes the fonn:

cos(px) ;::, 0, k

1=

we obtain
and finally

(Heff) = 2

Here the spin degeneracy for

L 7]pV~ + L 7]p(u~ p

v~)(npr + fipt)

1

In addition, taking into accou
(which in other sense is reali
obtain the original BCS equa

p

-~L

X"P' ,pup'vp' (1 - n-"P' 1 - nV'r )upvp(l - n-pt - fipr).

p',p

The minimization in respect to the gap

1=

4JE
2

where f/p = 7)p/Ew, Tp = Tp
ducting gap is successively d
H eff of Hiickel [21] and Bl
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gives the well-known BCS equation (cf. (19], Eqs (2.39) and (3.27))

~( ) _ ~ 4J " ' (

) = _ _1_ _1_ _1_ _

---+---1 - cospx

1 + cospy

p - 2 N L

(23)

J

1 - fir - fi1

~(p).
I

~2(p')+77~

(25)

Let us now analyze some possible solutions.

XT2 = Xsk2 ,
p')xr1(P)

I

X p , p)

p'

+ Xr2(p')xr2(P)

5.1. s-Type Solution for

~(p)

Let us begin to analyze the equation for gap with model case Ew --> 1 which corresponds
to completely filled band Ep ~ We . In that (not realistic for layered cuprates case) FS
shrinks to small circle around M = (7r, 7r) point of the Brillouin zone. In the vicinity
of that point qx = Px - 7f, qy = Py - 7f we have parabolic hole dispersion

c(p) ~

We -

(liq/ ao)2
2m

(26)

with effective mass determined by the effective 0-0 hopping

n,2

teff = t - Bd = - -2
meffao

.

Parabolic dispersion Eq. (26) gives constant density of state per unit energy and plaquette at the top of the conducting band

(24)
p(Ep

~we)=

7f Wea 0

nd d-type superconducting gap as
the reduced Hamiltonian Heff =
nal matrix elements fip,a and omittent BCS approximation

p),

2 1
(2s + 1)---2 .

Here the spin degeneracy for s

= ~ is taken into account. In the vicinity of M -point

~ 0, k = 0 and in the interaction Eq. (24) remains only the separable term
X(P' , p) ~ Xs(P')xs(P) which allows further analytical investigation. In that case let
introduce the temperature dependent parameter :=:(T) = ~(p) / Xs(P) and then Eq. (25)
takes the form:

cos(px)

"°'

1 4J
2( )
1 = - - L_.;Xs P
2 N P

1 - fi 1 - fir

J::::2(T)x~ + T/~

·

(27)

In addition, taking into account (cf. Eq. (20) and Eq. (23)), that as property of the model
(which in other sense is realistic) Xs(P) = kE(P ). Then we substitute Xs(P) = Ew and
obtain the original BCS equation for :=:(T) (cf. [3] Eq. (42.11))

J:::: _+ f/~
2

4J Ew 1 " '
1 = --- L
2 N

1

P J::::2 + f/~

tan

h

(28)

2T

where f/p = 17p/ Ew, Tp = Tp/ Ew. So that the BCS solution for the isotropic superconducting gap is successively derived from Reitler-London interaction and tight-binding
Heff of Hi.ickel (21] and Bloch [22] (cf. Slater [4]). As a property of the model we
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obtain an isotropic gap if d-channel of interaction is negligible. For example in the
case of zero temperature Eq. (28) gives
2

D..(T

= 0) = wcut-offe -

.Aocs

where wcut-off is some cut-off energy, and ABcs = pp(4J). It is accepted to think that
in layered cuprates exist strong correlations and J ~ t. Then making estimation in case
Ed= 0 for DOS we have p ~ l /7rt, and we obtain for dimensionless coupling constant
the universal relation ABcs = 4/7r. We take into account the approximations that the
numerical estimation is in acceptable agreement with the standard BCS evaluations by
Kresin and Wolf [23], which shows that even in the case with significant two electron
exchange in layered cuprates we observe rather traditional BCS state than some exotic
opportunities. Energy cut-off has always been in ad hoc parameter and here we shall
not discussed it. We shall pay attention to the possibility for d-pairing.

5.2. d -Type Solution for D..(p)
Let us now discuss the case of almost empty conductivity band which qualitatively
corresponds to p-type optimally doped layered cuprates.
In that case Fermi contour is rounded square with sides close and parallel to Brillouin
zone. In this other limiting case Ew « 1 the density of states has root singularity
p( E.w « 1) ex 1/ E. 112 . For such low energies E. « w when FS is near the boundaries
of the Brillouin zone tenns with cot(px/2) and cot(py/2) dominates in the matrix
elements of the pairing interaction Eq. (23). Let as take into account even in respect
top and p' term x(p', p) = Xd(P)Xd(p). In that limiting case the Hamiltonian has
separable fonn which allows exact solution in the framework of the self-consistent
approach. Really introducing

Layere~
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in the gap Eq. (25) we again obtain (as ins-case Eq. (27)) the equation for the amplitude

2d(T)

1 4J ~ 2 ( )
1 = - - ~Xd P
2 N p

1 - n 1 - nr

J22(r)xa + rJi

·

where the summation is perfonned over all momenta for which lcp - Epl < wcut-off·
The angular dependence of the superconducting gap Eq. (29) however has zeros exactly
on the middle of the sides of the rounded square. The maxima of the gap are obtained
to be on the diagonals of that rounded square

6.d(P) ex cot Px cot Py .
'2.(T)
2
2
However comparison with the recent ARPES data by Ding et al. [24] shows a rotation
with 45 ° of the zeros of the gap, fact which we have discussed in Ref. [25].
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6. Discussion and Conclusions
In the presented paper we have considered a toy model for the pairing mechanisn_ _,
layered cu prates which takes into account only oxygen - oxygen two electron exchange.
In similar manner we can consider a generalized model in which all two-electron
exchange terms between oxygen and cooper orbitals are taken into account. Fitting of
the parameters can give correct orientation of the zeros of the gap .6.(p) ex (cos(px) cos(py)). This will be the subject of the complete version of this investigation.
As conclusion we would like to point out that the lattice models which take into
account the Heitler- London type two-electron exchange can give adequate description
of the superconductivity of the layered cuprates. Moreover two electron exchange is
well-investigated since the discovery of the quantum mechanics up to now. In that sense
the proposed pairing mechanism is as traditional as possible. Heitler- London paper [9]
was written long time before the Bardeen- Frohlich [26, 27] considerations.
We maintain the consensus that collective phenomena are essential for the physics
of layered cuprates. We would like to mention that the Heitler- London type of superexchange is probably the simpliest example of the collective electron phenomenon. The
aim of the presented paper is to point out that this well-known quantum mechanical
process could create BCS pairing. Due to this we have adapted some amplitudes essential for the quantum chemistry and atomic physics in the second quantization language.
This language of the quantum field theory is more appropriate for the treatment of the
problems of the physics of superconductivity.
Now after the excellent papers of ARPES investigations of the anisotropy of the
superconducting gap we could expect fast progress in the developing of the appropriate
4-fennion interaction lattice models and quantum chemistry ad initio calculations of the
amplitudes which take part as parameters of the phenomenological second quantization
models.
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Appendix A. One-Electron Exchange
In the case when two protons of the quasimolecule Ht are at distance R » aBohr,
which is significantly larger than Bohr radius, as good initial approximation we treat
the problem of H-atom perturbed by one additional proton. As rude approximation we
shall neglect the electron wave function polarization 'lj;(r ) = '¢(I r - R a\) _because of
the left proton with coordinate Rb = (-R/2, 0, O); Ra = ( +R/2, 0, 0) . This approach
with riaid wave functions is in fact LCAO approximation which dominates in quantum
chemis~ry. In first approximation the energy of the electron is simply ionization potential
e: 0 . Correct trial functions must give a representation 'of the symmetry of the problem;
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they are gerade (g) or ungerade (u) for
approach we have

Ht.

Neglecting small overlapping in LCAO

Ht,

is negligible (for
in atomic
framework of that approximatim
t= -n,2

2m

(A.l)
(A.2)
with energies Eg and Eu, which are close to Eo for asohr « R. In order to calculate
small differences Eu - Eo = t = Eo - Eg « Eo, we regard 'l/J9 and 'I/Ju as approximate
trial functions
(

(

fi2

)

m Y' 2 + U(r) ;:::J Eu 'l/J·u,
2
fj2
__
i_V' 2 +U(r);:::JEo )
2m

'l/Ja

(A.3)
(A.4)

where U(r), U(x, y , z ) = U(-x, y , z) is the electronic potential originated by two
atomic residues; which are protons for
We multiply Eq. (A.3) by 'l/Ja, Eq. (A.4)
by 'I/Ju and subtract the resulting equations. The principle point in the method is exact
cancelation of the potential part U ( r); this gives

Ht.

(A.5)
or

(A.6)
The above Eq. (A.6) we integrate in the domain Da{O < x}. We apply Gauss formula

f

dS· =

OD a,

J

3

(A.7)

d r'V·.

Da

Having in mind that the essential surface from the boundary 8D is the plane x = 0
for which dS = -clydz(l , 0, 0). In addition we take into account that the domain Da
contains almost the whole atom Ha

and beyond that the overlapping

~Sab ;:::J

J

3

'l/Ja(r)'l/Jb(r)d r

Da

«

1,

J

(\
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